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I Am Cute Dresses 25 Simple Designs To Sew
In the ’50s and ’60s, Simplicity released their popular line of Jiffy sewing patterns, which had minimal
pattern pieces and simple constructions, yet were chic enough for fashion-conscious customers. This
approach appeals now more than ever as stylish women are continuously looking for ways to fit their
love of sewing into busy lives filled with family, work, school, and countless other obligations.Gertie
Sews Jiffy Dresses is Gretchen Hirsch’s modern reinvention of this simple idea, focusing on easily
mastered sewing skills, minimal pattern pieces, and fabulous designs. And the best part? Readers will
end up with a sparkling wardrobe of easy-to-wear, fun-to-style dresses that will fill busy modern lives
with retro charm.
Visit the author's page for more colors, patterns, and sizes! 25 Unique Furry Designs made by the
talented Anna Bunetska for the fans of furries to draw! This coloring book is for everyone to enjoy after
work or school, or while traveling. It features 4 loving fursonas in different situations showing friendship
and love for one another for you to color and relax. It's the perfect gift for your friends and loved ones!
Buy it for you, for your kids, your partner or everyone into cosplay, furries and coloring! Check its
features for more information: Soft Beautiful Glossy Cover Size: 8.5 x 11 in White paper 50 pages
printed only on one side each to prevent bleed-through To see the inside of the book, click that "Look
Inside" feature. If you liked our activity books, share them with your friends and share a review! If you
want to share your thoughts or suggestions, send us an email to the address that's inside the book!
Simple and natural clothes to sew for girls ages 4 to 7--from the author of Linen, Wool, Cotton. From
feminine dresses to menswear-inspired outfits, this collection of coordinated separates for girls ages 4
to 7 can be easily modified to suit the season or the child--simply choose basic colors and versatile
fabrics for different seasons to make mix-and-match separates. With an emphasis on natural fabrics,
these garments are designed to allow the nature of the fabric to come through. These classic styles for
dresses, tops, pants, and accessories are the perfect addition to your child's wardrobe. Includes full-size
patterns and detailed instructional illustrations: Each garment is accompanied by clear step-by-step
instructions, diagrams, and actual-size patterns.
Sew stylish DIY dresses with an elegant flair using this easy-to-follow sewing book. For parties,
weddings, banquets—any occasion that calls for that special dress—this is the book that lets you DIY
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sew something stylish and elegant, for a lot less than you'd pay for ready-made. These 26 dresses and
separates range from short to long, from sweet to sophisticated, and from simple to dramatic to suit
your mood, your style and the event. Beautiful photos feature garments sewn in a variety of elegant
fabrics to inspire you to choose colors, prints and textures for a dress that is just right for you and for
the moment. Sewing patterns include: Gathered-skirt dresses with lacy overlays Simple, elegant shifts
and empire-waist styles An easy, flattering shirtwaist dress A pintucked smock style dress Shirt and
blouse combos that allow you to mix and match Dresses sporting a few well-placed frills for a look that's
both girly and subtle Little bolero jackets for when you want a little more coverage And more… Full-size
sewing patterns are offered in six sizes and can be altered to suit most body shapes and personal
measurements. The instructions and diagrams are easy to follow. Pick up the book and browse. They're
some of the easiest, prettiest DIY sewing projects you'll ever make.
Stylish Dress Book features a selection of beautiful clothes that you can wear every day. Using simple
shapes and individual details, this book shows you how to craft a stylish collection of garments to your
own taste. For anyone who knows the frustration of going to the mall and finding racks of identikit
clothes in cheap fabrics, this book offers a fabulous homemade alternative. As every sewist knows, DIY
fashion is the best way to be stylish. What makes these Japanese sewing books different from other
guides on the market is the simplicity of the projects. The instructions come through a series of simple,
step-by-step diagrams, so the sequence of construction is easy to follow. The book also includes four
actual-size patterns. Choose from 26 different garments and then set to work to make your own unique
outfit.
25 Simple Designs to Sew
Furry Coloring Book
Fahrenheit 451
The Fairy Dress Book
Feminine Wardrobe
Clothing for Everyday Wear
The Prince and the Dressmaker
In these beautifully illustrated pages, a diverse cast of slumber party participants considers the most time-honored traditions for
how to dress. If a lady should wear white in summertime, then how about donning a spacesuit? If team colors are apropos at
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sporting events, why not wear helmets and play ball? Uplifting and resonant, and with a variety of interests ranging from sports to
science to politics, this book is sure to inspire any young girl, instilling the idea that the best way to dress like a girl is the way that
makes you feel most like YOU!
This sewing book shows you how to create your own feminine wardrobe, full of super-cute dresses and tops. The clothing features
wonderful, exaggerated bows and elegant frills to give you a uniquely feminine look. There are three themed chapters—town, party,
and resort—containing stylish clothes to take you effortlessly from the city to the beach. The visual, stepby- step instructions are
easy to follow, and will enable you to make any of the 21 projects with ease. A paper pattern is included in the back of the book.
8 Patterns, 18 Variations, 1 Stunning New Wardrobe Stitch your way to a stylish new wardrobe with this collection of beautiful,
modern patterns. Whether you are a seasoned seamstress looking for fresh projects or just beginning your sewing journey, you’ll
learn something new from prolific designer Kennis Wong’s expert advice and accessible pearls of sewing wisdom. In Sew
Beautiful, elegance and simplicity go hand in hand as Kennis guides you through 8 different patterns, each a closet staple you’ll
be proud to wear. Well known for helping her readers find their most flattering fit, Kennis carefully designed each pattern for sizes
00 through 20, guaranteeing a finished garment that suits your taste, style and body type. And with 18 variations spread across
these designs, there are so many options to mix and match! Slip into the luxurious Castlepoint Faux-Wrap Skirt on a breezy
summer day, or bundle up in the cozy Taktsang Dolman Sleeve Wrap for a cool autumn night. Going to a fancy event but can’t
find anything to wear? Wow everyone when you tell them your Palermo Tiered Dress is 100 percent handmade. With Sew
Beautiful in your crafting corner, a vibrant custom wardrobe is at your fingertips.
Author Sparkles offers up an array of project ideas that are both earth- and user-friendly. She includes 50 original patterns for
repurposed dresses, tops, skirts, and more. Included are sewing and shopping resources and a fitting guide.
Sew chic, dark-toned clothes with this stylish sewing book and add a touch of originality to your wardrobe. Basic Black is the
English edition of a classic Japanese sewing book which provides sew-it-yourself Western-sized patterns for 26 basic garments,
along with detailed, easy-to-follow diagrams and instructions. Author Sato Watanabe has published many books that are favorites
among Japanese sewing fans. In this book she shows you how to make truly professional-quality pieces easily and inexpensively
at home. DIY Sewing designs include: Lace Shirred Blouse Tiered Sleeveless Dress Zip-up Vest with High Neck Frilled Shirt in
Charcoal Flannel Short Coat And many more… All of the styles and fashion are easily customized to create your own personal
style, and there is truly something for everyone and every occasion in this book—from a smart two-texture combo dress to a
relaxed, bohemian tunic—and everything in-between. All the styles are thoroughly modern and practical, ranging from softly
feminine or straight-line simple to smartly-tailored or loosely-deconstructed. Simple lines make these garments perfect for women
of all ages and all sizes. This book includes a complete western-sized sewing pattern for each design that is easily adjusted to fit
your body form. The understated, graceful designs in this book are ones that you'll come back to again and again.
Sewing for Your Girls
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Stylish Dress Book
Sweet Dress Book
Little Black Dresses, Little White Lies
[Sewing Book, 24 Patterns]
Built by Wendy Dresses
Wear with Freedom
25 fabulous, wearable garments from only 8 simple patterns! Make a closetful of comfortable and easy go-to garments without needing tons of
patterns. You need just the eight included basic templates which show you how to fold and cut for each of the 25 unique designs. The patterns
are easy and adaptable with no-fuss sizing, so it's simple to sew clothes that are perfect for you. If you're a beginner sewer you'll love the basic
shapes and stylish results. Once you've mastered the patterns you can get creative and make each piece your own by using a variety of fabrics,
or by adding fashionable embellishments like a print lining or contrast-stitching. Fill your wardrobe in no time with these easy to make and
wear garments.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will
allow her to speak for the first time.
So glamorous . . . so stunning . . . so iconic! From Marilyn Monroe’s billowy white halter inThe Seven Year Itch to Audrey Hepburn’s
effortlessly chic black number inBreakfast at Tiffany’s, the silver screen’s stunning dresses have always left stylish women enchanted. But no
matter how many trips they’ve taken to the mall or even to designer boutiques, it’s still always been nearly impossible to find those dream
dresses. But now, withSew Iconic, they can finally have the show-stopping outfits they’ve always wanted! * This amazing guide includes
sewing patterns, tips on materials, and clear instructions for making the dresses of Grace Kelly, Rita Hayworth, Kate Winslet, and many more
iconic actresses. * Beautiful photographs throughout show the full skirts and fun tops in all their glory and are paired with stories of the clothes,
the designers, and the films--all timeless classics. Sew Iconic is guaranteed to make you look and feel so completely gorgeous!
Sewing never goes out of style, and today it is more popular than ever! Sew Retro offers twenty-five stylish, vintage-inspired sewing
projects—beautiful bags, essential skirts, unique pillows, and more—that are a pleasure to sew, thanks to easy instructions, helpful diagrams, and
a pocket of ten full-size patterns. This fun, inspirational book also uncovers sewing’s colorful history, from the introduction of the sewing
machine to the modern DIY movement, and features interviews with today’s hottest fabric and pattern designers, including Amy Butler, Betz
White, Barbara Brackman, Emma Brennan, Judie Rothermel, and Kathy Miller of Michael Miller Fabrics. Filled with gorgeous project
photography and quirky vintage illustrations that bring the 1920s, 1940s, 1950s, and beyond to life, Sew Retro celebrates sewing yesterday and
today. Learn more about Sew Retro and enjoy bonus projects and tutorials at www.sewretrothebook.com!
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes their merit.
Gertie Sews Jiffy Dresses
Dress Like a Girl
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Sew Iconic
I Had a Favorite Dress
Sew Sweet Handmade Clothes for Girls
I Am Cute Dresses
Simple Smocks, Dresses and Tops

Includes 6 projects.
25 easy-to-make and wear dresses! Start sewing simple and adorable dresses that you'll love to
wear. You don't need complicated patterns to make these 25 easy, loose, and effortlessly
stylish garments. Each of these dresses is designed from basic, simple shapes that require no
difficult or advanced tailoring, and will be flattering on everyone. You just need the basic
template for each dress, and then you can adjust the width using an included formula, and
length by simply raising or dropping the hemline. These easy-to-sew and easy-to-fit cute
dresses will quickly become staples in your wardrobe.
The second volume of this authoritative biography examines the last ten years of David
Glasgow Farragut's life, focusing on the Civil War. Farragut's courage was tried as much as the
Confederate Navy as by gross inefficiency and waste in the conduct of war, lukewarm support
of the Federal government, lack of cooperation between the Army and Navy, and poor morale
caused by war weariness and disease. In the face of these challenges Farragut proved to be a
resourceful leader and fighter whose loyalty to the Navy and his country proved him worthy of
being America's first admiral.
A collection of patterns for making kids' clothes utilizes a variety of fabric styles and
decorative embellishment—including embroidery, patchwork and trims--with variations for
long and short hemlines and sleeves, various necklines and adjustable lengths and ranging in
size from 18 months to kid's size 12.
In winning a medal she is no longer there to receive, a tight-lipped little Polish girl teaches
her classmates a lesson. Includes a note from the author's daughter, Helena Estes.
Make Stylish Handmade Clothing with Simple Stitch-and-Wear Patterns
25 Ways to Deconstruct, Reinvent, and Recycle Your Wardrobe
26 Easy and Inexpensive Sew-It-Yourself Dresses for that Special Occasion
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Dress-Up Day
23 Easy-to-Sew Designs to Flatter Every Figure
Stylish Skirts
20 Charming Patterns for Boys & Girls
Stylish Dress Book features an A to Z of cool tops and tunic dresses that you can wear
anywhere. Using simple shapes and individual details, the book shows you how to craft a
stylish collection of garments to your own taste. For anyone who knows the frustration of
going to the mall and finding racks of identikit clothes in cheap fabrics, this book will
offer a fabulous home made alternative. As every sewist knows, DIY fashion is the only
way to be stylish.
I Am Cute Dresses25 Simple Designs to SewInterweave
Pattern sheets in sleeve affixed to page 2 of cover.
Make your own cute and fashionable clothes for girls with this easy-to-use sewing book.
Author, Yuki Araki is one of the most recognized names in the growing sewing-for-children
movement. The mother of two daughters, Araki has become a DIY sewing favorite because she
knows what young girls want. They like to wear stylish clothes that also let them play
with ease. Moms adore the relaxed aesthetic of Araki's simple mix-and-match play clothes
and accessories, and young girls are happy wearing them because they're both cute and
comfortable. Best suited for girls from two to five years old, the sewing patterns in
this Japanese sewing book are simple, casual, and look good on any girl. Araki provides
westernized patterns in four sizes, plus diagrams and instructions for twenty-two pieces.
Simple lines give kids room to move, and the classic styles look good on any frame.
Sewing designs include: Shoulder-tie camisole top and dress Classic smock shirt and dress
Four variations of a basic elastic-waist skirt Shorts and easy-breezy kid-style leggings
to pair with any top Button-front and pullover tops Adorable bucket hat Moms will love
dressing their girls in these economical and easy-to-make clothes. Nothing could be
simpler—or sweeter!
Do you love coloring, fashion and fairies? Then this book is for you! There are twenty
nine different fairy dresses, all displayed on mannequin forms so no pressure to create
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colour skin tones; also included are six bonus pages from Collette's other books. Check
out this book flip through review by Jennifer Rose Shaffer to see all the pictures and
hear what she think of the book - https: //youtu.be/D9b_c7O9z5M. This book, the fourth in
the Dress Book series of which all are also available on Amazon.We hope you will enjoy
choosing your own colors and creating your own designs with these hand drawn sketches.
Adult coloring brings you peace, harmony and mindfulness. Most of these pages can be
completed in an evening if you choose, so no more half finished pieces nagging you to get
finished! Bring out the inner designer in you with these unique and beautiful dress
designs by artist Collette Renee Fergus . You get to decide how they look, and choose
whatever colors you desire. If you're the type of colorist who likes to complete a
project in one sitting then this is the book for you, some of the designs have been
created to finish in an evening, some a little longer, so no more half finished designs
that annoy you and nag you to get completed. Lose yourself in the lines and develop that
peace and harmony that adult coloring books can give you. All dresses in this book are
hand drawn Each intricate design is printed on one side of the pages only so you don't
have to worry about your work of art bleeding through and ruining the artwork on the next
page. There is a test page and a blotter page that you can remove and add between pages
for extra protection while coloring also. Created with love by Collette Renee Fergus, a
New Zealand Artist. Press the "Add to Cart" button and get designing now. #collettefergus
#Fashionart #fairycoloring #dressbook #adultcoloring #butterflies #fairies #fairydress
#coloringbook #dressbook
22 Easy-to-Make Dresses, Skirts, Pants & Tops Girls Will Love
Born-Again Vintage
25 Illustrations of Cute and Funny Fursonas for Kids, Teens, Pet Lovers and the Furry
Fandom to Color
Simple Modern Sewing
Sewing Patterns and Instructions for Boys' and Girls' Outfits
Patterns for 20 Garments Inspired by Fashion Icons
8 Basic Patterns to Create 25 Favorite Garments
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Coco Chanel, Audrey Hepburn, Grace Kelly. . . . Each of these women had an influential take on the most classic wardrobe
staple of all: the Little Black Dress. In this chic sewing book, patternmaker Dolin Bliss O'Shea pulls inspiration from famous
LBDs throughout history—including Mary Quant's mod mini, a classic wrap dress worn by Liza Minelli, Princess Diana's smart Aline, and more—and offers patterns for reinterpreted versions that are perfectly stylish. Including 10 full dress patterns with
sewing variations to make 20 garments in all, a primer on sewing techniques, vintage photographs of style icons, and full-color
shots of the finished pieces, this book has everything fashionistas need to bring timeless style right into their closets.
The creator of the Built by Wendy clothing line instructs young women on how to customize 25 variations of favorite
silhouettes to sew dresses for a variety of occasions, explaining how to identify flattering styles, add simple adjustments and
work with different fabrics.
Sew cute and original clothes for your little angel with this easy-to-follow DIY sewing book. Yoshiko Tsukiori's Japanese
sewing books provide elegant casual designs for women and children and have made her one of the most popular names in the
Japanese sew–it–yourself craze. In Sewing for Your Girls, Tsukiori has done it again, creating eight adorable and endlessly
versatile new patterns for clothes that will delight every mother's budget—and suit every little girl's personal style and body
type. Tsukiori provides easy–to–follow instructions (in English) and shares the basic techniques for creating all the classic
elements of little girls' clothes. Today's emerging legions of DIY mothers will discover how to make: A round collared shirt or
tunic A classic smocked sundress Overalls with plenty of pocket room Draw-string pants that fit beautifully A shawl-collared
dress or top A gathered neckline shirt, tunic, or dress A pretty dress with shoulder ruffles A raglan top or dress Add ruffles or
bows, add tiers or pockets, add sleeves or go sleeveless—each of these garments can be embellished in endless variations to
create literally hundreds of different styles. Tsukiori also guides readers on how to select carefree, pretty, and inexpensive
fabrics that girls will love to wear every day! Imagination and creativity are the keys to dressing girls stylishly on a budget,
and Sewing for Your Girls makes it easy to mix and match the basic components so that each piece is as unique as it is
beautiful.
Fashion designer Bridgett Artise believes in second chances—a philosophy that extends all the way to her clothing line, B.
Artise Originals. Fashion gave her a second chance at happiness and success, and, in turn, she gives vintage garments that
have lost their luster another chance at being fashionable. Mixing contemporary clothing with the best elements of a vintage
piece—like the collar of a funky fifties housedress or the pockets of a seventies-style jacket—and piecing them back together in
a whole new way, she creates one-of-a-kind garments that are both trend setting and timeless. An old-fashioned ruffled shirt
with terrific buttons, plus an inexpensive tank top, can become a unique top. A poodle skirt and that so-last-year’s knee-length
cardigan sweater can be turned into anything from a mini-poncho to a structured tube top. With fashions for every season, BornAgain Vintage contains patterns for: •Pants that pair perfectly with winter boots and a sweater dress that’s sexy and simple
•A cropped jacket + sweater corset that are perfect for a flirty spring fling •Dresses + bags to keep summer easy and
breezy •Pretty-in-a-blink dresses + accessories for a big night out Born-Again Vintage updates the trends of fashion eras
gone by and brings the unparalleled quality of vintage into a new age. Complete with a vintage shopping guide, handy style tips,
and ideas for reinventing disused cast-offs, Born-Again Vintage is a must-have for vintage shoppers and sewers alike.
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Open up a fresh and stylish story about growing up and keeping hold of your favorite memories. As the year passes, the
narrator’s favorite dress goes through a series of creative changes, from dress to shirt to tank top to scarf and so on, until all
that’s left of it is a good memory. Assisted by her patient and crafty mama, the narrator finds that when disaster strikes her
favorite things, she doesn’t need to make mountains out of molehills—she “makes molehills out of mountains” instead!
Structured around the days of the week, the story is also illustrated to show the passing of the seasons, a perfect complement
to the themes of growing older and keeping hold (and letting go) of special mementos. Praise for I Had a Favorite Dress "A
spunky story about adjusting to change with creativity and style. Tailor-made, so to speak, for the Etsy generation of DIY
enthusiasts.” –Publishers Weekly “Everyone is smiling in the buoyant confections created by illustrator Julia Denos—including,
it’s fair to say, young readers looking at them. Endearing picture book.” –Wall Street Journal “What could have been yet
another example of kindergarten consumerism instead becomes one of resourcefulness and resilience.” –New York Times
“Denos’s multimedia illustrations reinforce the narrator’s vibrant personality and the amazing transformations of the dress
while capturing the action and emotion of the story. This book is sure to capture the imaginations of would-be seamstresses;
children who can’t bear to part with a favorite item; and those who want to reduce, reuse, recycle.” –School Library Journal
“Breezy in style, they smartly stitch each scene of alteration as the not-so-little girl sashays through the days of the week and
the seasons. A charming interpretation of an old story that will speak to young fashionistas.” –Kirkus Reviews
23 Dresses of Pattern Arrangement
Sewing Clothes Kids Love
Quick and Easy Dresses to Sew
Linen, Wool, Cotton Kids
Cute Clothes for Kids
Little Green Dresses
Out of My Mind

After missing her class costume party, a girl decides she doesn’t need an excuse to dress up in this charming, relatable school story When a
little girl is home sick for dress-up day at school, she decides there’s no need to miss out entirely: She’ll just wear her rabbit costume the next
day! But when the next day arrives and she’s the only one in costume, it doesn’t feel like such a great idea, after all. Can a little bit of
confidence and an unexpected new friend turn a self-conscious moment into a wonderful one? Funny, endearing, and relatable to any kid who’s
ever felt insecure, Dress-Up Day is an ode to friendship, embracing individuality, and putting yourself out there no matter the occasion.
Designer Rob Merrett brings you a unique and charming collection of childrenâ€™s clothes that youâ€™ll love to make. With 25 projects,
incorporating over 40 items, there is sure to be the perfect outfit for your child at a fraction of the price of mass-produced, store-bought clothes.
Cute Clothes for Kids is split into three chapters, with each one clearly explaining, step by step, how to make practical yet fashionable
garments. You will find robust romper suits and sundresses with traditional nursery motifs in the first chapter, which is for newborns and babies
up to nine months old. Chapter two features a selection of hooded sweatshirts, shorts and summer dresses, all ideal for more active children up
to three years old. The final chapter, aimed at children from three to five years old, will delight girls and boys alike with pretty dresses and
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comfortable jackets. Pull-out sheets containing all the full-size patterns and templates you need to complete the projects are included, and each
pattern comes in three different sizes. There is also an extensive techniques section, which is a great resource for a beginner and a handy aidemÃ©moire for more experienced stitchers.
With her "choose-your-own-adventure" approach to sewing, Tanya Whelan offers an invaluable collection of patterns that empowers sewers to
become designers. The trick is a set of patterns for 6 skirts and 8 bodices that line up perfectly at the waist, plus an additional 4 sleeve styles and
4 necklines. Tanya gives readers clear instructions and easy-to-follow step-by-step diagrams that allow them to use the enclosed pattern pieces
to create up to 219 fitted dresses, including simple strapless designs, sheaths, and halter gowns. The book covers basic dress construction and
altering techniques for women of all shapes and sizes.
Prince Sebastian hides from his parents his secret life of dressing up in women's clothes as the hottest fashion icon in Paris, the fabulous Lady
Crystallia, while his friend Frances the dressmaker strives to keep her friend's secret.
Wickedly hilarious and utterly recognizable, Girls in White Dresses tells the story of three women grappling with heartbreak and career change,
family pressure and new love—all while suffering through an endless round of weddings and bridal showers. Isabella, Mary, and Lauren feel like
everyone they know is getting married. On Sunday after Sunday, at bridal shower after bridal shower, they coo over toasters, collect ribbons
and wrapping paper, eat minuscule sandwiches and doll-sized cakes. They wear pastel dresses and drink champagne by the case, but amid the
celebration these women have their own lives to contend with: Isabella is working at a mailing-list company, dizzy with the mixed signals of a
boss who claims she’s on a diet but has Isabella file all morning if she forgets to bring her a chocolate muffin. Mary thinks she might cry with
happiness when she finally meets a nice guy who loves his mother, only to realize he’ll never love Mary quite as much. And Lauren, a waitress
at a Midtown bar, swears up and down she won’t fall for the sleazy bartender—a promise that his dirty blond curls and perfect vodka sodas make
hard to keep. With a wry sense of humor, Jennifer Close brings us through those thrilling, bewildering, what-on-earth-am-I-going-to-do-withmy-life years of early adulthood. These are the years when everyone else seems to have a plan, a great job, and an appropriate boyfriend, while
Isabella has a blind date with a gay man, Mary has a crush on her boss, and Lauren has a goldfish named Willard. Through boozy family
holidays and disastrous ski vacations, relationships lost to politics and relationships found in pet stores, Girls in White Dresses pulls us deep
inside the circle of these friends, perfectly capturing the wild frustrations and soaring joys of modern life. BONUS: This edition includes an
excerpt from Jennifer Close's The Smart One.
The Hundred Dresses
Girls in White Dresses
The Ultimate Dressmaking Guide
The Sew U Guide to Making a Girl's Best Frock
24 projects for 0-5 year olds
50 Original Patterns for Repurposed Dresses, Tops, Skirts, and More
Sew Beautiful
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A celebrity dressmaker's guide for craft-capable fashionistas explains how to combine basic sewing skills with creative touches to create unique
results, demonstrating how to transform classic 1950s-style cocktail dresses into flattering personalized garments. Original.
Sew chic and original skirts with this stylish DIY sewing book. Stylish Skirts allows you to create simple yet stylish skirts that look and feel
great—at a fraction of the cost of store-bought fashion. With this sewing book, there's no end to the kinds of skirts you can create to match your
body shape, your taste in fabrics and colors, and your mood (not to mention your favorite tops, shoes and accessories)! The instructions and
diagrams are a snap to follow and provide a huge variety of styles—from ultra-feminine to artfully disheveled. All 23 skirt designs in this book
look great in different fabrics, colors, prints and textures, so the options are truly endless. The enclosed DIY sewing instructions make cutting
and sewing these skirts a breeze. Sewing projects include: White Twill A-line Skirt Russel Lace Gored Skirt Striped Skirt with Box Pleats Russel
Lace Gored Skirt Skirt with Shirred Yoke and Lace Belt And many more…
Sew your own chic and original dresses with this stylish sewing book. Japanese style has long been admired for its grace and artistry. Add to that
a sense of fun, and you have the sew-it-yourself Stylish Dress Book. Complete with stunning full-color photos, this Japanese sewing book (in
English) gives you instructions and pull-out patterns for unique Japanese fashion—26 relaxed and comfortable yet elegant dresses and
tops—pretty, timeless pieces that can be worn year after year, by women of all ages and sizes. The detailed diagrams and easy-to-follow
instructions take you step-by-step from layout to finished garment. The no-rules looks pictured in this book are perfect for today's carefree
fashion sensibility and will inspire you to have fun with fabric and style. Simple lines make these garments perfect for women of all ages and all
sizes. This book includes a complete western-sized sewing pattern for each design that is easily adjusted to fit your body form. The concise
diagrams and simple instructions allow you to develop your unique style with ease and confidence.
Fresh from Bunka, the Japanese publisher of Pattern Magic and Drape Drape, comes this stylish book for home sewers. Sweet Dress Book comes
with six patterns you can use to make 23 different stylish outfits. An entire wardrobe in one little book! From these simple patterns, Yoshiko
Tsukiori has created a collection of beautiful garments that you can easily make yourself, including blouses, camisoles, shifts, kimonos, coats,
dresses, pants, and playsuits. These easy-to-follow patterns present a variety of designs and techniques that you can choose to incorporate, such as
French sleeves, darts, straight-cut designs, and raglan sleeves, along with stylish detailing such as shirring and ruffles.
Harper lands a dream summer internship at a trendy teen magazine in New York City, working as their resident dating blogger, but there is only
one problem--she has absolutely zero dating experience.
Sew Retro
How to Make 10 Classic Hollywood Dresses
How to Sew the Best Dress in the Room
Sew Many Dresses, Sew Little Time
Easy Instructions for Dresses, Smocks and Frocks (Includes pull-out Patterns)
Town, Party, Resort
21 Patterns for Simple Separates and Comfortable Layers
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Sew cute and original clothes for your little girl with this stylish sewing book. Popular Japanese author and designer Yoshiko Tsukiori brings unique new
designs and style to the do-it-yourself sewist that make it easy to create the kind of clothes little girls adore. Japanese Sewing book Girls Style Book (in
English) offers 24 full-sized patterns in five sizes for some of the cutest dresses, tops, outfits and accessories for girls from ages 4-10. Already loved by
aficionados of Japanese fashion, this book has something for every girl's taste: relaxed, comfortable clothes that are as fun to wear as they are to look at.
Projects include a wide variety of DIY-sewing dresses, tops and pants. Balloon-skirted dress with matching mini-bag Classic pinafore jumper with
matching bolero jacket Pretty A-line tunic with matching pants Straight and simple sundress Summery camisole top with matching pants and hat The
patterns can be adjusted to suit your little girl's shape and size. Clear, concise diagrams and instructions make these children's clothes so easy to sew, the
hardest part will be deciding what to make first! There's nothing quite like dressing your little girl in clothes she adores—made with love, made by you.
Basic Black
Create Adorable Embellished Jackets with Matching Dresses, Skirts and Shirts
Stitch, Wear, Play
Stylish Party Dresses
25 Vintage-Inspired Projects for the Modern Girl & A Stylish History of the Sewing Revolution
Adult Coloring Book
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